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Our Mission
To ensure Israel is represented fairly and accurately,
HonestReporting Canada monitors the media, exposes bias,
promotes balance, and affects change through education
and action.
When media bias occurs, our worldwide base of subscribers
take action by contacting news agencies, drawing errors to
their attention and requesting changes.

Phone: (416) 915-9157
Email: info@honestreporting.ca
Mailing: P.O. Box 6, Station Q,
Toronto, Ontario
M4T 2L7

Media outlets, correspondents, and editors are held
accountable and are sensitized to the need for factual,
impartial and fair reporting.

Dear Friends,
The cause can sometimes seem insurmountable. Every day,
somewhere in Canada, there is a problematic article or news
broadcast featuring anti-Israel misinformation. Whether by virtue
of omission or outright bias, this anti-Israel content makes its way
in front of millions of readers, listeners and viewers.
Thankfully, HonestReporting Canada (HRC) will always be there
and our first quarter of 2022 showed just how essential of a role
we are playing in defending Israel from media bias.
With anti-Israel content proliferating at an alarming rate, HRC responded in record time with cogent
rebuttals, grassroots mobilizations, educational webinars, informative podcasts, viral videos, action alerts,
social media activism and more.
Whether by educating Canadians on the dangers of the proposed Iran nuclear deal, or highlighting how
Ukranian Jews are under attack in an op-ed prominently published in the Toronto Star, or our hosting
Israel’s former envoy to the United Nations, Ambassador Danny Danon, for an exclusive Insider Briefing
webinar viewed by close to 40,000 people discussing anti-Israel bias at the UN, HRC is always on the front
lines.
Anti-Israel bias doesn’t always present itself in the most obvious places, such as news stories about the
Middle East. Sometimes, they appear in art galleries and museums. Case in point, HRC exposed how
Montreal’s Museum of Contemporary Art, MAC Montréal, which receives federal and provincial funding,
produced an event in March featuring a speaker connected to banned Palestinian terrorist organizations.
In recent weeks, as the war between Russia and Ukraine continued, Israel became a target of anti-Israel
coverage by Canada’s media, trying to shoehorn the Jewish State into the conflict. As always, we corrected
the falsehoods and set the record straight, in publications as varied as The Georgia Straight in Vancouver,
the Ottawa Citizen, and CTV News Montreal. But Israel has taken an important role in the conflict, both by
attempting to mediate peace talks, and by opening its doors to thousands of Ukrainian refugees seeking
safety. HRC created high-quality viral videos highlighting this, and thousands of viewers learned these
important facts that otherwise, they may not have known at all.
College and university campuses, long fertile hotbeds of anti-Israel activism, are also home to student
newspapers which publish bold lies. And just as we do with publications throughout the country, we
challenge these falsehoods, and set the record straight, as we did with recent anti-Israel journalism in The
McGill Daily and McGill Tribune newspapers.
Pushing back against this challenge isn’t easy; nor will it be completed overnight, but thanks to your
support, HRC continues to combat intolerance, tackle ignorance and expose hate.
Our Impact Report highlights just some of our successes during our First Quarter which demonstrate the
efficacy of our efforts.
With your support, for which we are tremendously grateful, we continue to make a difference for Israel.
Thank you for your patronage and partnership.
Sincerely,
Mike Fegelman, Executive Director
HonestReporting Canada
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2022 SOCIAL STATS

Engaging, enlightening, and controlling
the online narrative

206,000
40,500

people reached

people reached

686,000
32,000

Impressions

Video Views

45,000

Impressions

157,434

2,000

Video Views

4

Podcast Plays
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HRC IN THE NEWS

Rebutting & educating through traditional
Canadian media
National Post, January 27

The Toronto Star, March 7

Hamilton Spectator & Waterloo Record, March 25
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ACTION ALERTS

Countering Canadian Anti-Israel Media Bias

January 13
McGill Tribune Column Rehashes Anti-Israel Propaganda
McGill Tribune Managing Editor Maya Abuali accused Jews of
being foreign colonizers, and Zionism of being akin to a racist
endeavour. Maya Abuali made no attempt to be bound by
history, facts or reality in any way.

January 25
Ryerson University Apologizes for Omitting Antisemitism
in Magazine’s Ad
Ryerson University sent HonestReporting Canada a letter of
apology for publishing an advertisement in its alumni magazine
about a joint speaker series program it organized with TD Bank
which omitted antisemitism, but that gave prominent mention
to combating Islamophobia, anti-Asian and anti-black racism,
LGBTQ+ intolerance, etc. We were grateful for Ryerson’s
sincere apology and for its recognition of the harm that this
advertisement caused, and we applauded the University for
committing to produce programming on the dangerous rise of
antisemitism, anti-Jewish hate crimes and the need to forcefully
combat it.

February 1
Canadian Anti-Israel Detractor Posts Antisemitic Content & Harassment
on TikTok
Just days after International Holocaust Remembrance Day, HonestReporting
Canada exposed a Canadian anti-Israel detractor, Firas al-Najim, who used
his TikTok account to spew antisemitism and to intimate Jews.
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February 2
Amnesty International Accuses Israel of Apartheid;
Toronto Star Scribe Shree Parader Repeats Claims
Uncritically
On February 1, Amnesty International (AI) released a report
accusing Israel of “apartheid”. It didn’t take long for Shree
Paradkar, columnist for the Toronto Star, to pen a commentary
saying Amnesty produced a “bombshell report”, repeating the
anti-Israel NGO’s talking points almost verbatim.

February 5
Subsequent to our February 2 alert about how Toronto Star
Columnist Shree Paradkar uncritically parroted Amnesty
International’s “apartheid” slur, an HonestReporting Canada
subscriber was published in the Star on February 5 refuting AI’s
report saying it featured implicit calls for Israel’s destruction.

February 4
Ombudsman Upholds Complaints About Problematic CBC
Coverage of Israel-Hamas War
Subsequent to a number of problematic reports broadcast
on various CBC News programs last Spring during Hamas’ war
against Israel, and thanks to direct action taken by HRC, our
subscribers, and the public at large, our public broadcaster’s
ombudsman upheld our concerns and acknowledged that
viewers would have been given a false impression of the
chronology of events framing Israel as an aggressor.

February 8
La Presse Columnist Uncritically Parrots Amnesty
International’s Anti-Israel Claims
In a column published on February 2 in La Presse entitled:
“The Art of Torpedoing Criticism,” Laura-Julie Perreault, the
newspaper’s international affairs columnist, chastised what she
considered Israel’s unfair opposition to Amnesty International’s
recent report accusing the Jewish state of “apartheid”.
2022 FIRST QUARTER IMPACT REPORT
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February 25
Canadian Publication’s Editor Publishes Tweet Calling On
Canada To “Send Weapons To Hamas”
Davide Mastracci is the Managing Editor of Passage, a Canadian
publication that claims to provide “thoughtful political,
economic, and cultural ideas from a left-wing perspective.” On
the eve of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, Mastracci published
a tweet where he advocated that the Canadian government
should “… send weapons to Hamas”.

March 1
CTV Commentator Exploits Crisis In Ukraine To Spread Anti-Israel
Propaganda
The CTV talk show The Social, produced a segment about how social
media is being used and abused in the war in Ukraine. One of the show’s
guest commentators equated Palestinian terrorists who seek Israel’s
destruction to Ukrainians who are heroically fighting and repelling an
illegal act of war by Russia.
The commentator drew a false analogy between Israeli defense efforts
against Palestinian terrorists with Russian aggression and Houthi terrorist
aggression. She insinuated that there was no big hullabaloo when Israel
faced war from Hamas because Israel is, in her eyes, a predominantly
white country. She also falsely claimed that “Palestine” is a sovereign
country.

March 14
HRC Prompts Toronto Star Corrective: Israeli Law Doesn’t
Prevent Arab Citizens From Purchasing Homes
The Toronto Star published a letter to the editor by Bernard
Katz, an anti-Israel detractor, who falsely claimed “Other Israeli
laws exclude Arab citizens from home purchases in certain
areas.” Upon further evaluation, The Toronto Star edited the
letter to clarify that Mr. Katz was only expressing his opinion.
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March 18
MAC Montréal Panel Discussion Features Speaker
Tied To Banned Terrorist Organizations
MAC Montréal, which is funded by the Canadian
Government, the Province of Quebec and the Canada
Council for the Arts, hosted a virtual panel discussion
entitled: “Digital Occupation: From Walls to Firewalls”. It
was hosted by Shouri Molavi of Forensic Architecture,
and featured panelists Alaa Mahajna and Eitay Mack, two
Jerusalem-based human rights lawyers, as well as Shawan
Jabarin, the Director General of Al Haq Legal Centre in
Ramallah. No pro-Israel voices were included on the panel.
In December 2021, Al Haq was designated a terrorist
organization by Israel for its ties to the Popular Front for
the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), arguing that the groups
are “controlled by senior leaders” of the PFLP.

March 27
CBC Ombudsman Finds Anti-Israel Culinary Radio Show Violated
Journalistic Standards
Subsequent to a complaint HonestReporting Canada lodged with CBC
last year regarding an anti-Israel segment that their radio program
“Unforked” broadcast, Ombudsman Jack Nagler upheld our complaint
and recognized that the episode violated their Journalistic Standards
and Practices.
The episode which was purportedly about hummus, descended
into a depiction of Israelis as “settler colonialists” and occupiers of
indigenous Palestinian land, who were responsible for erasing socalled historical Palestinian communities.

March 28
McGill Daily Repeats Anti-Israel Talking Points in News Report
The McGill Daily, an independent student newspaper, recently covered a public
demonstration on campus against the university’s criticism of the SSMU’s recent
anti-Israel resolution. However, rather than straightforward coverage of the
dispute between the university and the student union, author Saylor Catlin
simply repeated the talking points of anti-Israel student groups on campus,
which we contend is a flagrant violation of its Memorandum of Agreement with
McGill University.
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March 30
McGill Tribune Publishes Anti-Israel Editorial Defending
“Palestine Solidarity Policy” Resolution
In an editorial published on March 29 entitled “The Palestine
Solidarity Policy must stand,” the Editorial Board of The McGill
Tribune newspaper defended a recent anti-Israel referendum held
by McGill University’s student union, the Students Society of McGill
University (SSMU). By peddling anti-Israel content, and by defending
hateful resolutions on campus, The McGill Tribune is not only doing
nothing to solve the existing tensions on campus, it is only serving to
contribute to them.

April 4
McGill University Must Cancel Its MOA With McGill Daily Due To
Continued Anti-Israel & Antisemitic Content
An anti-Israel resolution put forward by the Students’ Society of McGill
University (SSMU) was passed recently, which called for the boycott of
organizations “complicit in settler-colonial apartheid against Palestinians”
and a semi-regular commemoration of Nakba Day, mourning (not
celebrating) Israel’s independence in 1948.
The April 4 lead editorial, “Labeau’s MRO Opposes ‘inclusion, diversity
and respect’” attacked the university administration for its opposition to
the recent resolution and its threat to take action against the student
union, and did so with an array of anti-Israel talking points and a complete
whitewashing of the recent SSMU resolution.
Arguing that until boycotts of Israel-affiliated companies are instituted,
“we are all complicit in Israeli apartheid,” the McGill Daily editorial also
attempted to position the recent SSMU resolution as being passed by an
“overwhelming majority” when fewer than 10 percent of eligible students
voted in favour.
The Daily is blatantly violating the Quebec Press Council’s ethical
guidelines as it lacks objectivity, journalistic neutrality, and engages in
partisan anti-Israel activism.
The McGill Daily has clearly and repeatedly violated its agreement
with McGill University. HonestReporting Canada has called on the
administration to recognize this fact, and to immediately cancel its
agreement with the McGill Daily.
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VIRAL VIDEOS AND PODCAST

5,170
41
56

Lifetimes plays

Listeners from

different countries

podcasts (New episode weekly)

304,281
Lifetime views

26,000
Subscribers

26

Videos
(New episode weekly)
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INSIDER BRIEFING WEBINAR

37,000 +
Viewers!

On Tuesday, February 8,
HonestReporting Canada
held its first Insider Briefing
of 2022, with special guest
Ambassador Danny Danon,
Israel’s former envoy to the
United Nations from 2015-2020. Ambassador Danon shared his
experiences, perspectives, and predictions for what the future holds for
Israel’s place in the UN.
We had record attendance with over 37,000 viewers, making this our
largest webinar audience ever!
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MEDIA BIAS WORKSHOPS
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First, let us say, thank you!
Since our inception, we’ve made an exponential impact
in countering antisemitism and anti-Israel bias by
standing on the front lines and tackling ignorance,
exposing hate and combating intolerance.
Working with you, our 50,000 subscribers, our
educational initiatives have combatted the pernicious
targeting of Jews and the nation state of the Jewish
people, both recipients of hatred, double standards,
and contempt.
Every donation made allows us to dedicate more time
and more resources to our important cause. Thanks to
your patronage and partnership, our work is enabled.
Please support our vital campaign to find 1,000 new
monthly donors to support our efforts to fight media
bias against Israel. We can’t do it without you.
Please give generously today by making a secure
monthly online donation via credit card or PayPal by
visiting www.honestreporting.ca/donatemonthly
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